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Projects

● ApliGoogle project (2016-2018) funded by 
MASTODONS CNRS Mission interdisciplinarité 
Partners : LPT, CNRS, UPS, Toulouse / UTINAM, CNRS, 
UBFC, Besançon / I. Curie, Inserm, PSL, Paris / IRIT, 
CNRS, UPS, Toulouse

● APEX project (2017-2020) funded by Région 
Bourgogne Franche-Comté.
Researchers : J. Lages (PI), G. Rollin, C. Coquidé, D. 
Viennot, V. Pouthier, P. Joubert, S. Diakité, G. Jolicard

● GNETWORKS project (2018-2021) funded by ISITE-
UBFC (PIA).
Researchers : J. Lages (PI), G. Rollin, C. Coquidé, D. 
Viennot, V. Pouthier, P. Joubert, S. Diakité, G. Jolicard

APEX  
Analyse Physique des résEaux compleXes

3 projects devoted to the physical analysis of complex networks and the application of Google 
matrix based analysis to complex systems
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Examples of complex systems seen as directed networks

Data Nodes Directed links

WWW Webpages Hyperlinks

Wikipedia Articles Intrawiki citations

Social networks Members Acquaintances

World trade Goods x countries Importations / exportations

Omics Proteins Causal relations / interactions

Linux Kernel commands Command successions

DNA Words of letters A,T,G,C Word successions

Go game Plaquettes / patterns Pattern successions

Non exhaustive list ...
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How Google search works

From Markov (1906) to Brin & Page (1998)

Markovian process : a random surfer probe the structure of a directed 
network. A each step, the surfer choose randomly an adjacent node to hop 
and continue its journey.

Adjacency matrix
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How Google search works

From Markov (1906) to Brin & Page (1998)

Markovian process : a random surfer probe the structure of a directed 
network. A each step, the surfer choose randomly an adjacent node to hop 
and continue its journey.

Adjacency matrix Stochastic matrix

/N

Google matrix

Perron-Frobenius operator

PageRank vector

is the probability that 
random surfer arrives at 
node i at the nth step.

is the G matrix eigenvector 
associated with eigenvalue 1

The most important node is the one with the highest probability.
“Recursive definition”: the more a node is pointed by important nodes, the 
more it is important.

PageRank measures the influence of a node.

PageRank is at the heart of                     search engine (Brin, Page ‘98).
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network. A each step, the surfer choose randomly an adjacent node to hop 
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Adjacency matrix Stochastic matrix

/N

Google matrix

Perron-Frobenius operator

PageRank vector

is the probability that 
random surfer arrives at 
node i at the nth step.

is the G matrix eigenvector 
associated with eigenvalue 1

The most important node is the one with the highest probability.
“Recursive definition”: the more a node is pointed by important nodes, the 
more it is important.

PageRank measures the influence of a node.

PageRank is at the heart of                     search engine (Brin, Page ‘98).

CheiRank vector

Similar to PageRank of the inverted network. With inverted adjacency 
matrix elements               , it is possible to define the stochastic matrix 
elements             , and the Google matrix elements             associated to the 
inverted network (Fogaras ‘03, Chepelianskii ‘10).

“Recursive definition”: the more a node pointed toward important nodes, 
the more it is important.

CheiRank measures the diffusion/the communication of a node.
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Ranking of infectious diseases 
and countries in 2017 English 
Wikipedia according to 
PageRank algorithm. The 
color code distinguishes type 
of infectious diseases: 
bacterial, viral, parasitic, 
fongic, prionic, multiple 
origin, and other origin.
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Consider a network with             nodes.
 

Reduced Google matrix
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Consider a network with             nodes.
Consider a sub-network (a community) of                nodes.
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Consider a network with             nodes.
Consider a sub-network (a community) of                nodes.
The Google matrix of the size N network and the associated 
PageRank vector can be written as

We define the reduced Google matrix          associated to the 
community of size        such as

The reduced Google matrix can be written

Reduced Google matrix

Contribution 
from direct 

links

Contribution from 
indirect links

(scattering term)

Very slow 
convergence since 
the eigenvalue       
of                           is 

very close to 1.

J. Lages, D. Shepelyansky, A. Zinovyev, PLoS ONE 13(1): e0190812 (2018)
K. M. Frahm, and D. L. Shepelyansky, arXiv:1602.02394 [physics.soc-ph]
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  J. Lages, D. Shepelyansky, A. Zinovyev, PLoS ONE 13(1): e0190812 (2018)

TRN1 (“normal”) TRN2 (“cancer”)
Normal B-Lymphocytes Leukemia cell line

N = 2432 proteins
The whole network

N
r
 < 100  proteins

The subnetwork

Googlomics : Inferring hidden causal relations between proteins
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Inferring indirect (hidden) causal connections between AKT-mTOR pathway members

Subnetwork of 63 proteins

Googlomics : Inferring hidden causal relations between proteins

J. Lages, D. Shepelyansky, A. Zinovyev, PLoS ONE 13(1): e0190812 (2018)
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Emergent oncogenic 
signaling between 

RBX1 (cell cycle protein 
degradation proteasome) 

and MAPK1

PRKA (AMP sensor) signalling to AKT1

“Hidden” apoptosis  pathway

J. Lages, D. Shepelyansky, A. Zinovyev, 
PLoS ONE 13(1): e0190812 (2018)

Inferring indirect (hidden) causal connections between AKT-mTOR pathway members

Googlomics : Inferring hidden causal relations between proteins

Subnetwork of 63 proteins
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Subnetwork of 49 proteins

Googlomics : Inferring hidden causal relations between proteins

Genes of a proliferative signature resulted from pancancer transcriptomic analysis

J. Lages, D. Shepelyansky, A. Zinovyev, PLoS ONE 13(1): e0190812 (2018)
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More genes are connected into the network
Emergence of a new “hidden” hub BUB1
Connection to PCNA (DNA replication and DNA repair)
Many cell cycle proteins improves in PageRank (AURK)
Connection between STIL (mitotic spindle checkpoint regulator) and CCNA2, CCNE1

Googlomics : Inferring hidden causal relations between proteins

Genes of a proliferative signature resulted from pancancer transcriptomic analysis

Subnetwork of 49 proteins

J. Lages, D. Shepelyansky, A. Zinovyev, PLoS ONE 13(1): e0190812 (2018)
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Influence of Infectious Diseases from Wikipedia Network Analysis
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Subset of infectious diseases and countries in 2017 English Wikipedia

Reduced network of diseases and countries

Sensitivity of countries to HIV

(preliminary results…)



Influence of Cancers from Wikipedia Network Analysis
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Sensitivity of countries to breast cancer

Sensitivity of countries to lung cancer Sensitivity of countries to prostate cancer

Sensitivity of countries to leukemia

(preliminary results…)



  

Thank You !
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